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Caution: this performance will contain some adult humour as well as occasional bad language

Tickets
£15

Available from

Compere

Stefano Paolini is a full time professional stand-up comedian.
He started performing in 2000 and turned professional in 2003.
He is a regular face on the national and international comedy circuit,
where his mixture of stand-up comedy, characters, impressions and beat-
boxing has seen him perform in Abu Dhabi, Doha, Dubai, Singapore,
Germany, Malta, France and Italy.
He was a special guest on DEAD RINGERS (BBC R4) and voiced a
variety of characters in the DREEM TEEM XMAS PANTO (BBC R1).
He also guested on LOOSE ENDS (BBC R4), THE JO WHILEY SHOW
(BBC R1), LBC and BBC London.
"A remarkable repertoire of voices and sounds" - The Stage

Simon Evans is hugely

popular both in comedy clubs and on

the after-dinner and corporate

circuit. He is a familiar voice on BBC

Radio 4 as a regular on The News

Quiz, plus he has been seen on TV in

Michael McIntyre’s Roadshow,

Live at the Apollo, Mock the
Week and more.

…After the interval, the magnificent Simon Evans …

with his aloof presence and precise, sardonic wit,

dripping disdain from every perfectly pronounced word.

And what words… Steve Bennett, Chortle.

“Slick, quick and packed with funny material”

ThreeWeeks
“Tight on gags and tongue twisting set pieces”

Huffington Post

“President Obonjo is a great comic constructwith lots of seized opportunities for playing theclichés’’. Steve Bennett - Chortle

President Obonjo is a high
energy act and has been gigging on
the UK Comedy Circuit over the last
four years. President took a show to
Edinburgh in 2015, and received a
five star review by the Fringe Guru.
He reached the finals of New Act of
the Year 2016, and won last minute
comedian of the Year 2016.

Danny Ward’s observational

humour is up-beat and well honed

and his manic style both endearing

and very funny. With a high energy

set and brilliantly well observed

material covering everything from

the randomness of the Lidl, to how

to get the ‘London Look’ the gags

keep coming.

A night of stand-up comedyorganised by

drinks & snacks only


